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Abstract

This chapter reviews the recentachievements of 45°-tilted fiber gratings (45°-TFGs) in all
fiber laser systems, including the theory, fabrication, and characterization of 45° TFGs
and 45° TFG-based ultrafast fiber laser systems working in different operating regimes at
the wavelength of 1 µm, 1.5 µm, and 2 µm.
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1. Introduction

Recently, ultrafast fiber lasers giving rise to ultrashort light pulses have attracted much more
attention in modern scientific and industrial communities owing to their wide applications
and unique advantages, such as compact configuration, high reliability, high output power,
better beam quality, and low cost. It is a complex physical mechanism to generate ultrashort
pulses, which is a result of the interplay of group velocity dispersion (GVD), self-phase
modulation (SPM), gain saturation, cavity loss, and higher-order dispersion in the laser cavity.
Especially, in a passively mode-locked ultrafast fiber laser system, the key to achieve ultrashort
output is to implement a saturated absorption mechanism (SAM) in the laser cavity. There are
two main SAMs: (1) saturated absorption material-based physical intensity SAM (semicon‐
ductor- or nano-material-based saturable absorber) and (2) fiber nonlinearity-based artificial
SAM (nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR), nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM)). Com‐
pared with the other techniques, NPR overcomes the limitation on optical damage threshold
and modulation capability of those physical absorbers. In the early development stage, most
of the fiber laser systems used some bulk components which greatly affected the integration
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and stability and also induced extra insertion loss. With the advent of multifarious in-fiber
components, fiber laser systems with all-fiber configuration are becoming possible, which have
boomed the development of ultrafast fiber lasers. Moreover, fiber laser system constructed by
in-fiber devices benefits from advantages such as no collimation, low insertion loss, high
stability, and zero maintenance. In-fiber components are hence of critical importance for
ultrafast fiber lasers in order to exhibit the above-mentioned plethora of merits. The most used
in-fiber devices in a fiber laser include rare-earth doped gain fiber [1], fused silica-based in-
fiber beam combiner [2], and fiber grating-based components [3–5]. In NPR technique, it is
important to employ a linear polarizer to induce polarization-dependent loss in the laser
cavity. As an effective in-fiber polarizer, 45°-tilted fiber grating (45°-TFG) was first reported
by Zhou et al. in 2005 [6]. Compared with other commercial in-fiber polarizers, 45°-TFGs own
many unique advantages such as high polarization extinction ratio (PER), broadband respon‐
sivity, low insertion loss, flexible wavelength adjustability, and simple fabrication method,
and it can be adapted to most types of fiber [7].

Because of their high PER and broadband response, fiber lasers constructed using 45°-TFGs
exhibit desirable features, including high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), good stability, and
particularly high degree of polarization (DOP) output laser beam. The first trial of using a 45°-
TFG as an in-fiber polarizer in fiber laser application was demonstrated by Mou et al. in 2009
[8], in which the grating was applied to achieve a single polarization continuous wave (CW)
output with high DOP (>99%). Use of a 45°-TFG as the main functional device to achieve mode-
locked fiber laser was reported in 2010 [9]. To date, several types of pulsed fiber laser systems
utilizing 45°-TFGs with various operation regimes and wavelength ranges have been reported,
which are listed in Table 1.

Year Achievements Authors References

2010
Conventional soliton pulse with 600 fs duration, ~1 nj output pulse energies and
10.34 MHz repetition rate in passively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser

Mou et al. [9]

2012
Dissipative soliton pulse with 4 ps duration, 29.5 MHz repetition in normal-
dispersion passively mode-locked ytterbium-doped laser at 1 µm

Liu et al. [10]

2013
Bound dissipative pulse with 5.7 ps duration and 29.6 MHz repetition rate in the
all-normal dispersion mode-locked ytterbium-doped fiber laser

Liu et al. [11]

2013
Stretched pulse with 90 fs duration, 1.68 nJ pulse energy, and 47.8 MHz
repetition rate in passively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser

Zhang et al. [12]

2014
Conventional soliton pulse with 2.2 ps duration, 74.6 pJ pulse energy, and 1.902
MHz repetition rate in mode-locked Thulium-doped fiber laser

Li et al. [13]

2015 Single polarization, dual-wavelength mode-locked Yb-doped fiber laser Liu et al. [14]

2015
Dissipative soliton pulses with 96.7 fs duration and 251.3 MHz repetition rate in
passively mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser

Zhang et al. [15]

Table 1. List of 45°-TFG-based all-fiber mode-locked laser systems
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This chapter will review the theory, fabrication, and characterization of 45°-TFGs and their
applications in all fiber mode-locked laser systems. The chapter will include three main parts.
The first part will give a general introduction and fundamental background on the develop‐
ment of 45°-TFGs with a particular emphasis on fiber laser applications; second, the theory,
fabrication, and characterization of 45°-TFGs will be discussed; finally, 45°-TFG-based mode-
locking fiber laser systems will be reviewed including mode-locked fiber laser working at
different operation regimes [9, 12, 15] and mode-locked fiber lasers operating at the wavelength
ranges of 1 µm, 1.5 µm, and 2 µm [10, 13].

2. Theory, fabrication, and spectral characteristics of 45°-TFGs

Ultraviolet (UV)-inscribed fiber grating devices that have been mostly developed during the
last two decades show many advantages, such as simple and mature fabrication process, wide
availability in a range of optical fibers and broad operating wavelength range from visible to
mid-IR [16]. The periodic structure of a fiber grating offers unique function to control light
from the forward propagating core mode into the backward propagating core/cladding modes
or to the forward propagating cladding and radiation modes, depending on the grating
structure. As a mature technique, UV inscription has been used for producing many types of
in-fiber grating devices, including standard fiber Bragg grating (FBG)-based reflectors [17],
chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG)-based dispersion compensator [18], long period grating
(LPG)-based mode convertor [19], and tilted fiber grating (TFG)-based polarizer and polari‐
zation-dependent loss equalizer [20].

2.1. Theory

The tilted fiber  grating with asymmetric  structure can induce high polarization-depend‐
ent mode coupling among core, cladding, and radiation modes. The 45°-TFG allows strong
coupling  of  s-polarization  (TE)  from the  forward  propagating  core  mode  into  radiation
modes, while the residual p-polarization (TM) light propagates along the fiber core with a
minimal loss,  which forms an ideal in-fiber polarizer.  The physical principle behind this
phenomenon may be well explained by the Brewster’s law. As we know, the light incident
at Brewster’s angle on an optical interface will partially cease its TE component. In a typical
UV-inscribed fiber grating structure, the UV-induced refractive index modulation is very
small  (Δn  ∼  10−1),  far  less  than  the  index  of  fiber  core.  The  Brewster  angle  for  a  UV-
inscribed grating plane may be calculated as θBrewster=arctan(ncore/(ncore + Δn)) ≅ 45°. Thus,
when the grating structure inscribed into a fiber core at 45° with respect to the normal of
fiber axis could be regarded as a series of optical interfaces at Brewster’s angle, the grating
will totally radiate TE light out from the fiber core, similar to the pile-of-plate polarizer,
acting as an in-fiber polarizer (Figure 1).

In ref. [6], the transmission spectra of TFGs with various tilting angles for TE and TM light
have been simulated (see Figure 2). The transmission loss of TM is almost zero, when the tilted
angle of grating is at 45°.
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Figure 2. (a) Simulated transmission spectra of TFGs with various tilting angles. TM-light (dashed curves); TE-light
(solid curves); (b) simulated transmission losses of TFGs versus tilting angles for s-light (TE) and p-light (TM). The
peak wavelength is set as 1.55 µm and the grating period is varied accordingly[6].

2.2. Theoretical analysis of 45°-TFG

2.2.1. Phase matching condition

The phase matching condition (PMC) originates from the conservation of momentum, which
provides a clear way to understand the mode coupling mechanism of the fiber grating. Under

Figure 1. Schematic of 45°-TFG-based in-fiber polarizer.
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PMC, the energy of one mode in the optical fiber can be transferred to another mode by a fiber
grating structure. The general vector expression of PMC of a fiber grating can be written as
follows:
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where subscript x represents core/cladding/radiation mode, θ is the tilt angle of fiber grating,
ncore is the refractive index of the fiber core.

In Equation 1, the refractive index difference between fiber core and cladding could be
neglected due to the weakly guiding condition. Hence, the strongest coupling wavelength of
a 45°-TFG occurs at
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where n is the modal index of fundamental core mode and ΛG is the normal period of the
grating.

2.2.2. Numerical simulation of 45°-TFG

So far, there are three main theories that can be used to simulate the TFG spectral response:
(1) coupled mode theory (CMT) [21, 22], (2) volume current method (VCM) [23], and (3) beam
tracing method (BTM)[24]. Each method has its own pros and cons: BTM is the simplest method
and better understood by the readers, but it only gives a rough estimation, because the impact
of the waveguide structure has been ignored in this method; CMT is more accurate, but the
simulation procedure can be quite complex, and analytical solutions are usually required.
Above all, VCM is a better method especially in calculation of the distribution of radiation
modes in the near and far fields a 45°-TFG, although from which the cladding boundary of
waveguide is neglected. These distributed radiation modes are of great interest due to the
intrinsic mode-coupling feature from the tilted fiber grating structure. From VCM theory, the
loss coefficient per unit length of a 45°-TFG can be expressed as follows [6, 23]:
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where k0 = 2π⁄λ0 is the wave vector of light in vacuum, δn and n are the modulated and original
refractive indices of the fiber core, a is the core radius and u and w are the waveguide param‐
eters, J and K are the first kind Bessel function and the second kind modified Bessel function,
respectively.

In Equation 3, Rs = (Rt
2 + k0

2ncl
2 sinξ2 + 2Rtk0ncl sinξ × cosφ) 1/2, where ξ is the angle between the

radiation beam and the fiber axis, which satisfies Rg−ieffk0 + k0nclcosξ = 0; χ denotes the polari‐
zation of the core mode; Rt and Rg are wave vectors of grating along the fiber axis and across
the fiber cross section and are defined as Rt = 2π/Λgsin45° and Rg = 2π/Λgcos45°, where Λg is
the period of grating.

For a specific type of fiber, the waveguide parameters of fiber are fixed; thus the loss coefficient
per unit length will solely depend on the UV-induced index change and azimuthal angle of
polarization state. So, the transmission loss of a 45°-TFG may be calculated as follows:

( )( )Exp ,  n, *T la f d l= - (4)

where l is the length of grating, λ is the wavelength of incident light, and φ denotes the
polarization state of incident light. According to the coordinator system in the analysis, when
φ = 0⁰, T represents the transmission loss of TM polarization light; when φ = 90⁰, T represents
the transmission loss of TE polarization light.
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Figure 4. Illustration of fringes of a TFG outside and inside of the fiber with external angle θext and internal angle θint. 
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where nUV is the refractive index of the fiber at wavelength of UV laser (here, it is around 1.52). According to Equation 4, 

to inscribe 45°-TFGs, the tilted angle of interference pattern outside the fiber is 33.7° with respect to the fiber axis. As 

shown in the relation between the period of internal interference fringe and external fringe can be given as: 

Figure 3. The simulation results of the transmission loss against the wavelength for TM polarization (black line) and
TE polarization (red line) of a 45°-TFG with 24-mm length [7].
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Figure 3 displays the simulated transmission spectra of a 45°-TFG with 24-mm length, which
clearly shows that the TM polarization light has near-zero loss when passing through the 45°-
TFG, while the TE polarization light has a very broad loss band with a maximum loss of 27 dB
at 1520 nm. In the simulation, the fiber parameters were set the same as the SMF-28 single-
mode fiber; the period and the length of grating, and the refractive index modulation were 748
nm, 24 mm, and 0.0013, respectively.

2.2.3. The design of tilt angles

In contrast to the inscription of FBG, the interference fringes of UV beam are tilted at an angle
with respect to the fiber axis during the inscription of TFGs. Due to the cylindrical shape of
optical fiber, the tilt angle of the interference fringes outside of the fiber is different from that
inside of the fiber, as depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Illustration of fringes of a TFG outside and inside of the fiber with external angle θext and internal angle θint.

The relationship between θext and θint is given by ref. [29] as follows:

1
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where nUV is the refractive index of the fiber at wavelength of UV laser (here, it is around 1.52).
According to Equation 4, to inscribe 45°-TFGs, the tilted angle of interference pattern outside
the fiber is 33.7° with respect to the fiber axis. As shown in the relation between the period of
internal interference fringe and external fringe can be given as:
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where ΛG and Λext are the periods of grating and the UV interference fringes, respectively, and
Λext is half of the period of phase mask (ΛPM). The relationship between the strongest coupling
wavelength of a 45°-TFG and the period of phase mask is given as follows:
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2.3. Fabrication of 45-TFGs

There are three main grating fabrication methods: two-beam interferometric technique
(holographic method)[25], point-by-point inscription [26], and phase mask scanning technique
[27, 28]. Among them, due to the limitation of UV beam size, the point-by-point technique is
not suited for short-period grating inscription, the holographic method has the grating length
limitation, and only the phase-mask scanning technique is more suitable for the fabrication of
longer and stronger 45°-TFGs. A typical 3-D schematic of the grating inscription system is
shown in Figure 4, which includes a 244-nm CW frequency doubled Ar+ laser with computer-
controlled high-precision air-bearing stage. The phase mask used for 45°-TFG fabrication has
33.7° tilted pattern with respect to the fiber axis, so as to make sure the grating pattern inside
of the fiber core will have a 45° tilt angle [7].

Sabre Fred Laser

Mirror

Cylindrical lens

Mask and holder

3-D stage

Screen

Optical fiber

Air-bearing stage

Figure 5. Typical fiber grating inscription system using the phase-mask scanning technique

To enhance the photosensitivity of standard single-mode fiber, the fiber samples are usually
hydrogen loaded at 150 bar at 80°C for two days. The phase mask for inscribing 45°-TFG has
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a uniform pitch and 33.7° tilted angle with respect to the fiber axis (can be purchased from
Ibsen Photonics). For standard FBGs with 30-mm length, a very small refractive index
modulation (~10–4–10–5) can produce 40-dB reflectance. However, for 30-mm-long 45°-TFGs,
to achieve 40 dB PER, the refractive index modulation induced by UV beam needs to be greater
than 10–3. The refractive index modulation level depends on the intrinsic photosensitivity of
fiber and the UV exposure condition. For normal nonphotosensitive fiber, to induce higher
index modulation, the fiber needs to be exposed under high dose of UV radiation for longer
time. Figure 5 shows the micro-image of a 45°-TFG inscribed into SMF-28 single-mode fiber
with 8.65-µm fiber core diameter. Ten pitch periods of the grating is 7.59 µm, which indicates
the central response wavelength of this 45°-TFG is at ~1550 nm.

Figure 6. The micro-image of the grating structure of a UV-inscribed 45°-TFG in SMF-28 fiber

2.4. PER characterization

As a polarization-dependent device, the PER is a key parameter to be evaluated for a 45°-TFG,
which is the peak-to-peak difference in transmission with respect to all possible states of
polarization [30]. Quantitatively, the PER is the ratio of the transmission with respect to all
polarization states. For a 45°-TFG, the PER is the ratio of the transmission of the TM and TE
polarization states, which can be expressed as follows:

( )TM

TE

PER 10 log 10 (0 ) (90 ) log( ) 
T l e
T

a a= ´ = ´ ° - ° (8)

From Equations 3 and 9, the PER of 45°-TFG is linearly proportional to the length of grating
and the square of index modulation.

As an ideal in-fiber polarizer, the PER, operation bandwidth, and output polarization state are
very important parameters. The typical experimental setup for measuring PER is shown in
Figure 7, which usually consists of a light source, a power meter (or an optical spectrum
analyzer), and a commercial fiber polarizer and polarization controller (PC). The light source
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is usually a single-wavelength source; the polarizer is used to generate polarized light with a
high degree of polarization (it is not necessary to use a polarizer, if the light source gives out
polarized light) and the PC is employed to change the polarization state for the output. The
maximum and minimum transmission through the component can directly be measured using
this system by adjusting PC. The PER can then be calculated using Equation 9.

light source
OSA

Polarizer

PC 45°  TFG

Figure 7. The experiment setup of PER measurement

Figures 8 (a) and (b) show the typical PER results of a 24-mm-long 45°-TFG measured by the
difference of maximum and minimum transmission loss using a 1530-nm single-wavelength
laser with respect to all polarization states. It can be seen from these figures that the entire PER
profile is near-Gaussian-like and covers a broad wavelength range. During the fabrication, one
may observe that under the same UV inscription condition, the PER increases monotonically
with the grating length. Figure 8(c) plots the PERs of four 45°-TFGs with different lengths (5,
15, 24, and 48 mm), clearly showing that the PER is near-linearly proportional to the grating
length, which is in good agreement with previous numerical analysis. The degree of linear
polarization of a 45°-TFG can be evaluated by measuring its polarization distribution. Figure
8(d) shows the polarization distributions for three 45°-TFGs with PERs of 10 dB, 20 dB, and 40
dB and a bare fiber for comparison. As shown in the figure, the higher the PER, the lower the
output power at the azimuth angles of 90° and 270°, and a strong 45°-TFG has a near-perfect
figure of “8” shape with a very narrow waist indicating an ultra-high PER, while the bare fiber
gives a circular shape without showing any polarization dependency.

3. 45°-TFG-based all-fiber ultrafast laser systems

Ultrafast fiber laser is defined as the pulsed laser with duration from picoseconds to femto‐
seconds that are usually derived from a mode-locked fiber laser. Mode-locked fiber laser could
be sorted as active and passive mode locking. The former relies on a physical phase modulator
and the latter utilizes a saturable absorption mechanism-based modulation, from which the
high-intensity pulse center experiences low loss while the low-intensity pulse wing experien‐
ces high loss. Passive mode-locking techniques are efficient to generate ultrafast pulses, simply
due to the fast perturbation of the cavity. The ultra-short pulses result from the interaction of
various physical effects, including GVD, SPM, saturable gain, filtering effect, and cavity loss.
By using an artificial saturable absorber, the NPR-based mode-locked fiber laser was first
demonstrated by K.Tamura in 1992 [32].
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3.1. NPR effect

In a more physical description, NPR can be regarded as the “interference” of right- and left-
hand circular polarization light experiencing different nonlinear phase shifts induced by Kerr
effect. The working principle of NPR is similar to that of nonlinear optical loop mirror(NOLM)
both of them are based on interference between two non-equal intensity light beams that
induce different nonlinear phase shifts. The phase shift in NOLM is induced from a non-
balanced coupler, while in NPR it is generated from an elliptical polarization light, which
resolves into two orthogonal circularly polarized components with different intensities. The
NPR-based configuration usually consists of a linear polarizer and two PCs, in which the
transmission intensity through the linear polarizer will be power dependent.

In the NPR-based laser system, a linear polarizer is a critical element. So far, there are two
types of commercial in-fiber linear polarizer: (1) the evanescent field coupling-based in-fiber
linear polarizer which is made by coating the exposed guiding region with a birefringent
material (TM pass polarizer) [33], or a metal film (TE pass polarizer) [34], or an anisotropic
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Figure 8. (a) The transmission spectra of a 45°-TFG based in-fiber polarizer at 

1550nm at two orthogonal polarization states (P1 and P2); (b) the PER response of a 

45°-TFG over 90nm from 1520nm to 1610nm; (c) the PER response of 45°-TFG with 

different grating length at 153onm; (d) the polarization distribution profiles for three 

45°-TFGs with ● 10dB PER, ● 20 dB PER and ● 40 dB PER [31] and a bare fiber with 
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3. 45°‐TFG‐based all‐fiber ultrafast laser systems 

Ultrafast  fiber  laser  is  defined  as  the  pulsed  laser  with  duration  from  picoseconds  to 
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Figure 8. (a) The transmission spectra of a 45°-TFG based in-fiber polarizer at 1550nm at two orthogonal polarization
states (P1 and P2); (b) the PER response of a 45°-TFG over 90nm from 1520nm to 1610nm; (c) the PER response of 45°-
TFG with different grating length at 153onm; (d) the polarization distribution profiles for three 45°-TFGs with ●
(green) 10dB PER, ● (red) 20 dB PER and ● (black) 40 dB PER and a bare fiber with ● (blue) 0dB PER [31].
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absorption material (TM pass polarizer) [35]; (2) polarizing fiber-based linear polarizer which
is actually a high birefringence polarization-maintaining fiber [36]. Both types of in-fiber
polarizer have been applied to construct mode-locked fiber lasers [37]. Recently, a picosecond
mode-locked fiber laser has been reported using a micro-fiber-based polarizer [38]. However,
all these types of in-fiber polarizers have their intrinsic disadvantages, such as low power
tolerance, complex fabrication process for evanescent field absorption-based in-fiber polarizer,
and long fiber requirement and narrow operation bandwidth and limitation of operation fiber
type. As aforementioned, a 45°-TFG is an ideal in-fiber polarizer, and it can overcome the most
disadvantages associated with the two mentioned conventional types of polarizer. In this
section, a detailed review of recent achievements in 45°-TFG-based all-fiber ultrafast fiber
lasers will be given.

The most reported mode-locked fiber lasers using 45°-TFGs are based on a common ring laser
cavity structure as shown in Figure 9, in which the pump laser is combined into laser cavity
by a fiber combiner; the gain fiber could be chosen to ytterbium-/erbium-/thulium-doped fiber
to achieve different operation wavelengths; a 90/10 optical coupler (OC) is employed to couple
out the laser light; a 45°-TFG is sandwiched between two PCs (three different period 45°-TFGs
should be used for ytterbium-/erbium-/thulium-based fiber systems, respectively); polariza‐
tion-independent isolator is used to achieve unidirectional operation.

Figure 9. The configuration of a ring fiber laser cavity.

3.2. 45°-TFG-based mode-locked fiber laser at 1.5 µm

The mode-locked fiber laser in the 1.5-µm region is very important due to the potential
applications in modern optical fiber communication and microwave photonics, which is also
a convenient experimental platform for nonlinear science research because of wide availability
of various components and types of fibers at 1.5 µm. Based on different cavity dispersion
mappings, the mode-locked fiber laser could operate in the regime of conventional soliton, the
stretched pulse, the similariton, and the dissipative soliton, and operating in this regime
depends on the net cavity dispersion (anomalous or normal dispersion). So far, 45°-TFG-based
mode-locked fiber lasers at 1.5 µm have been demonstrated as the conventional solitons, the
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stretched pulses, and the dissipative solitons, which will be described in detail in the following
sessions.

3.2.1. Conventional soliton pulse mode-locked fiber laser

One of the features of conventional soliton pulses is that they preserve their shape during
propagation over very long distance and the pulses are still reproducible even after various
perturbations, which have been used in a range of applications. The generation of conventional
soliton pulses results from the balance of nonlinearity and dispersion. The first NPR-based
soliton mode-locked fiber ring laser was reported by Tamura in 1992 [32]. The first 45°-TFG-
based soliton fiber mode-locking laser was demonstrated in 2010 [9], in which the ring laser
cavity consists of an ~6-m erbium-doped fiber (EDF) with nominal absorption coefficient of
~12 dB/m at 1530 nm and nominal dispersion –8.6 ps/nm/km, a 12-m SMF-28 fiber with an
anomalous dispersion of ~+18 ps/nm/km, and a 0.5-m B/Ge fiber with dispersion of ~+10
ps/nm/km. The net cavity GVD of the cavity is around –0.0143 ps2, which guarantees the laser
working at soliton regime. The mode-locked short pulses can be achieved by properly
adjusting the two PCs in the cavity (shown in Figure 9).
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Figure 10. Measured characteristics of 45°-TFG-based all-fiber soliton mode-locking laser: (a) optical spectra of mode-
locked fiber laser under different polarization status; (b) recorded autocorrelation trace; (c) output pulse train; and (d)
pulse width and time-bandwidth products as a function of the wavelength [9]
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Figure 10(a) shows the spectra of stable soliton pulse at different central wavelengths, from
which we can observe the Kelly sidebands on the spectrum that are caused by periodic
perturbation during the cavity trip. The stable soliton pulses can only be sustainable at
relatively low pump power. With the increasing pump power, the pulses become unstable,
and the Kelly sideband becomes much stronger. Figure 10(b) shows that the pulse duration of
soliton mode-locking laser at the central wavelength of 1553 nm is ~600 fs. The pulse train was
recorded by an oscilloscope as shown in Figure 10(c), which indicates the pulse separation is
~90 ns and the repetition rate is calculated around 11.1 MHz, which agrees very well with the
value calculated from the total cavity length (18.5 m). Figure 10(d) shows the duration and
time–bandwidth product (TBP) of soliton pulses at different central wavelengths. In the
experiment, 12 mW average output power was obtained giving an ~1-nJ peak pulse energy [9].

3.2.2. Stretched pulse mode-locked fiber laser

Most important applications of ultrafast lasers are the supercontinuum generation and
micromachining. The high-energy ultrashort pulses are preferred in these applications.
However, the periodic perturbation for solitons may limit the duration of pulse and energy
scalability. Using low anomalous dispersion fiber could overcome the periodic perturbation-
induced pulse instability, but the low anomalous dispersion fiber limits the pulse energy [39].
To overcome these restrictions, one of the most efficient methods is to construct laser cavity
with both normal and anomalous GVD segments, in which the pulses will be compressed at
the normal GVD segment and broadened at the anomalous GVD segment. Such pulses
experience something like the soliton “breathing” during the cavity round trip, so they are also
called as stretched pulses [40]. In 2013, Zhang et al. reported a sub-100-fs stretched pulse by
using a 45°-TFG-based ring laser system [12]. The configuration of this laser is similar to the
one in Figure 9, which has a net cavity GVD of ~0.013 ps2, contributed by an ~1.16-m EDF with
nominal absorption coefficient of ~80 dB/m at 1560 nm and normal dispersion ~–53.4
ps/nm/km, 2.65-m SMF-28 fiber with anomalous dispersion ~18 ps/nm/km and 0.43 m HI1060
fiber with anomalous dispersion ~5.5 ps/nm/km.

Similarly, the mode locking in Zhang’s laser was achieved by adjusting the PCs in the cavity.
The pulse duration was measured by a commercial optical autocorrelator with <1 fs resolution,
and the result shows an ~90-fs Gaussian fit trace (see in Figure 11(a)). From Figure 11(b), we
see ~54 nm pulse spectra centered at 1575 nm that gives a TBP of ~0.58, indicating that the
compressed Gaussian pulse is a little beyond the transform limit. From Figure 11(b), it is also
noticed that the output spectra from the different ports have almost the same profile and width.
Figures 11(c) and (d) show the pulse train is with an ~21-ns interval between two adjacent
pulses and mode-locked pulse laser has a fundamental repetition rate of ~47.8 MHz, which are
in good agreement with the 4.24-m cavity length. The 55-dB SNR shows that the mode-locked
laser is working at a stable state [12]. It is also believed that with further optimization of the
cavity parameters, shorter pulse duration could be obtained.
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3.2.3. Dissipative soliton pulse mode-locked fiber laser

In theory, the generation of the dissipative soliton pulse is not only the balance of nonlinearity
and dispersion but also the balance between gain and loss. The concept of dissipative soliton
is thought as a fundamental extension of conventional soliton theory. However, there is a
significant difference between conventional solitons and dissipative solitons, as the latter owns
a nonuniform phase, whereas the phase of the former is constant. The nonuniform phase of
dissipative pulses is caused by the fact that solitons continually exchange energy with the
environment [41]. In contrast to the conventional solitons, dissipative solitons are largely
positively chirped with high pulse energy. Adapting external cavity compression, <100 fs
duration is easily achieved.

In 2015, Zhang et al. demonstrated a 250-MHz high fundamental repetition rate dissipative
soliton laser using a 5-cm-long 45°-TFG as an intra-cavity mode locker [15]. The total cavity
length of this laser is around 0.8 m, which is constituted by a 0.3-m-long EDF with normal
dispersion ~–53.4 ps/nm/km at 1560 nm and peak absorption of around 150 dB/m at 1530 nm
used as the gain medium, and 0.5-m SMF-28 fiber included 5-cm-long 45°-TFG with anomalous
dispersion ~18 ps/nm/km. The net GVD of the laser cavity is ~0.009 ps2. Two 976 nm laser
diodes combined via a polarization beam combiner are injected into the pump port to generate
enough nonlinearity. When pump power was greater than 700 mW, the stable, self-start
dissipative soliton mode locking was achieved by adjusting the PCs to an appropriate
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polarization state. When the pump power was <700 mW, the laser was operating at a Q-
switching regime. As shown in Figure 12(a), the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of output
pulse spectra is around 37.5 nm and with increasing pump power, the FWHM of the spectra
becomes broader. At 900 mW, maximal pump power, the 3-dB spectral bandwidth reaches to
41.2 nm. During the whole pump power range, no multiple pulse phenomena occurred. Once
the mode-locked pulse has been generated, the laser was stable and the average output power
was 43.4 mW. The output pulse train was measured by an oscilloscope, which has shown 4 ns
pulse interval and 250 MHz repetition rate which agree very well with the values calculated
from the cavity length (see in Figure 12 (b)). The pulse duration was measured by autocorre‐
lation and assumed from Gaussian fitting, showing the durations were 1.8 ps and 96.7 fs before
and after out-cavity compression with SMF, respectively. The obtained results were limited
by the available pump power; it is expected that with higher pump power, high repetition rate
fiber laser system up to GHz with increased output and shortened pulse width may be
achievable.

3.3. 45°-TFG-based YDF mode-locked fiber laser at 1 µm

Ytterbium-doped fiber (YDF) has a number of interesting properties, such as simple electronic
level structure, less quantum defect, upper-state lifetimes, and relative broad gain bandwidth
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Figure 12. (a) Output spectra at different pump powers; (b) pulse train of the mode-locked pulses, (c) and (d) autocor‐
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[42, 43]. Such properties potentially allow YDF-based laser systems to have very high slope
efficiency, low thermal effect, high output power, and ultrashort pulses. YDF-based laser
systems have been widely applied in micro-machining area due to their high photon energy,
extra high power output, easy beam delivery, and a robust setup. In contrast to the EDF-based
laser system, both active and passive fibers at the 1-µm region have normal dispersion. Recent
research has reported that the hollow core fiber has an anomalous dispersion at ~1 µm and
been employed in a laser cavity to achieve dispersion management [44]. By using the NPR
technique, ultrashort, self-starting mode-locking laser operating at ~1-µm region could be
achieved by using YDF and 45°-TFG. According to the phase matching condition, 45°-TFG
could also work at 1-µm region by properly designing the period of tilted grating. Figure
13(a) shows the transmission spectra of a 50-mm-long 45°-TFG with 563 nm pitch period at
two orthogonal polarization states at 1055.7 nm. The PER of 45°-TFG is quite high, at around
34.9 dB at 1055.7 nm. Figure 13(b) shows the simulated full PER profile of a 45°-TFG at the
central wavelength of 1 µm, in which the FWHM is around 180 nm that is far broader than the
gain bandwidth of YDF.
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3.3.1. Dissipative soliton mode‐locked fiber laser 

Figure 13. (a) The measured transmission spectra of a 45°-TFG-based in-fiber polarizer at 1055.7 nm at two orthogonal
polarization states (P1 and P2); (b) the simulation result of a 50-mm-long 45°-TFG with 568 nm period and 0.0013 index
change.

3.3.1. Dissipative soliton mode-locked fiber laser

In 2012, Liu et al. for the first time demonstrated a 45°-TFG-based all-fiber normal-dispersion
mode-locked laser at the 1-µm region [10]. In this system, a 48-mm-long 45°-TFG with 33 dB
PER at 1040 nm was used to build up NPR mechanism and generate dissipative soliton pulses.
The all-fiber laser structure was based on a ring cavity oscillator (similar to the one in Figure
9), in which the total laser cavity length was 7 m including 0.7-m-long YDF with an absorption
coefficient of 500 dB/m at 976 nm and 20 ps2/km nominal dispersion and 6.3 m HI1060 fiber
with 22.1 ps2/km at 1050 nm. The net GVD was 0.153 ps2. The 45°-TFG-based NPR technique
was employed as a mode locker to generate the dissipative soliton pulses.
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The stable mode-locking state was achieved when the pump power reached the threshold of
196 mW. Figure 14(a) shows the optical spectrum with 9 nm FWHM at the central wavelength
of 1050 nm. The steep spectrum profile edges are caused by the effect of gain spectral filtering
and the physical filter bandwidth. The uniform pulse train measured by an oscilloscope with
pulse–pulse separation of 33.7 ns (see in Figure 14 (b) and the radio frequency (RF) show that
the mode-locked laser was working under fundamental mode with 29.646 MHz repetition rate,
which is in good agreement with the value calculated from the total cavity length. The RF
spectra in the range of 300 MHz bandwidth have shown there is no Q-switching or harmonic
solitons. Figure 14(d) represents the pulse profile and phase in temporal domain, in which the
pulse duration evaluated from the Gaussian fit is around 4 ps. The TBP of around 10 and
parabolic phase profile indicated that the pulses have positive linear chirp. The DOP of output
pulse was also measured around 26 dB, which indicated the output pulse was nearly single
polarization state [10].

Figure 14. Characteristics of a 45°-TFG-based dissipative soliton YDF mode-locked fiber laser: (a) the optical spectra,
(b) pulse train measured by an oscilloscope, (c) radio frequency spectra and (d) pulse duration and phase profile of
output pulse at 196 mW pump power[10].

3.3.2. Bound-state mode-locked fiber laser

Soliton mode-locked lasers with multiple pulse output have attracted more interests in optical
communications, plasma accelerators, and cosmetic surgery. There are two main operation
regimes to generate multiple pulses: soliton interaction [45] and pulse splitting [46]. The former
has been investigated for the limitation of soliton application in long-distance fiber optic
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communications. As for specific multiple-pulse solitons, the bound-state solitons have fixed
and discrete soliton separations, which have been extensively investigated in anomalous
dispersion EDF-based fiber laser systems. Recent research work has shown that the bound-
state solitons also exist in the normal-dispersion lasers. Ortaç et al. have reported a two-soliton
molecule in an all-polarization-maintaining YDF fiber laser operating in the normal dispersion
regime [47]. The bounded dissipative pulses in 45°-TFG-based all-fiber YDF laser were also
observed [11], in which the design of laser cavity is the same as the one described in the
previous section (see in section 3.3.1). Using the coupled Ginzburg–Landau equation (GLE)
model, the theoretical analysis has indicated that the dissipative pulses in the normal disper‐
sion domain also follow the energy quantization effect. The mechanism of formation of
multiple pulse is based on soliton interaction through the dispersive waves in the all-normal
dispersion region, in which the dispersive waves with discrete spectra can be generated when
the propagating soliton in the laser cavity experiences periodical loss and amplification. In this
YDF laser, the physical filtering of isolator also plays a critical role in the formation of bound-
state pulses. Due to the soliton energy quantization effect, the bound-state solitons have the
identical parameters, that is, the peak-to-peak separation is fixed and will not change with the
pump power.

Figure 15. (a) Optical spectrum and (b) autocorrelation trace of bound-state dissipative mode-locked laser at pump of
249 mW; (c) the pulse separation influence as the pump power changes from 288 mW to 249 mW[11].
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Since the dispersive waves in a laser system are pump strength dependent, by increasing the
pump power, stable bound-state pulses could be formed. In the experiment, when the pump
power reached to 214 mW, the stable single pulse was first generated by adjusting the PCs.
After the pump power increased to 260 mW, the bound-state pulses (multiple pulses) were
observed, which resulted from the peak power clapping effect under the stronger pump power.
Once the formation of multiple pulses was established, by changing the pump power between
249 mW and 288 mW, the bound state of the pulses was still sustained. Reducing the pump
power to 249 mW, the laser output reverted to the stable single pulse, and increasing the pump
power above 288 mW, the laser operation evolved to CW regime. A pump power of 249 mW
was verified as the threshold for bound-state pulse operation in this laser configuration. Figure
15(a) shows the output spectrum of bound-state pulse at the pump power of 249 mW. The
pulse duration trace is shown in Figure 15(b), in which the Gaussian shape fitted pulse has a
4.2-ps duration and 21.6-ps separation (5 times larger than the pulse duration). As shown in
Figure 15(b), three pulse peaks with a height ratio of 1:2:1 indicate that there are two identical
bound-state pulses. By changing the pump power between 249 mW and 288 mW, the pulse
separation remains almost unchanged as shown in Figure 15(c)).

3.3.3. Dual-wavelength mode-locked fiber laser at 1 µm

As shown in Figure 13(b), the 45°-TFG with central response around 1µ m also has a very broad
PER profile. By using a 45°-TFG in the ring cavity, a dual-wavelength YDF mode-locked fiber
has also been demonstrated [14]. The configuration of this dual-wavelength fiber laser consists
of a segment of 45°-TFG in HI1060 fiber, a 980/1053-nm wavelength-division-multiplexed
(WDM) coupler, a 0.73-m-long YDF with an absorption coefficient of 500 dB/m at 976 nm and
20 ps2/km, an OC)with 30% output, two PCs, and 5.57-m HI1060 fiber with 22.1 ps2/km at 1050
nm. The net GVD of the cavity is ~0.14 ps2, which indicates the laser working in the dissipative
regimes.

The stable self-started dual-wavelength mode-locked dissipative soliton was easily obtained
by adjusting two PCs at a pump power higher than the mode-locking threshold. Figure 16(a)
clearly shows the spectrum of the dual-wavelength mode-locked laser at the pump power of
339 mW, in which the two-peak central wavelengths are at 1033 nm and 1053 nm with
approximately 10 nm FWHM. Due to the different round trip times, the dual-wavelength
pulses have different repetition rates. The pulse train spectra of dual-wavelength pulse
measured by a 6-GHz bandwidth oscilloscope had a very slightly different separation, making
it difficult to measure the pulse train gap difference. As shown in Figure 16(b), there are two
pulse trains, when one pulse train is triggered, the other is still moving. The uniform intensity
pulse train shown in Figure 16(b) denotes that the dual-wavelength pulses have equal pulse
energy. The RF spectrum in Figure 16(c) shows clearly that the dual-wavelength mode-locked
laser has a 6-kHz difference of fundamental repetition rate, as one pulse at 1033 nm has 32.804
MHz repetition rate and the other at 1050 nm has 32.798 MHz repetition rate (see in Figure
16(c). The 65-dB SNR measured from RF spectrum indicates the laser was working at stable
mode-locked state. The average power of pulse was 31 mW under 339 mW pump power. To
further confirm pulse performance, the output port was connected with a filter to filter out the
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pulse at 1033 nm. The optical spectrum, pulse train in oscilloscope, and RF spectra corre‐
sponding to the pulse at 1033 nm all disappeared, only the ones for the 1053-nm pulse
remained, as can be seen in Figures 17(a), (b), (c). The average pulse power at 1053 nm
measured was 15 mW, which is half of the dual-wavelength pulse power, further proving that
the two pulses have the same pulse energy. The pulse duration shown in Figure 17(d) is ~4.3
ps fitted with Lorentz shape, and the corresponding TBP of pulse is calculated as 12.5,
indicating that the pulse is highly chirped.

Through further investigation, it was observed that the dual-wavelength pulse laser was only
sustainable at the pump power between 339 mW and 389 mW. Once the pump power increased
to above 389 mW, the operation at short wavelength became CW. With further increase in
pump power to 441 mW, the CW emission totally ceased and the fiber laser operated in stable
single-wavelength mode locking [14].

3.4. 45°-TFG-based mode-locked fiber laser at 2 µm

Recently, as several types of thulium-doped fiber (TDF) are available, the all-fiber mode-locked
fiber lasers have attracted increasing interest in the 2-µm region, as mid-IR fiber lasers are
desirable not only for military applications in guidance and light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) systems, but also for civil applications in biology, remote gas sensing, and free-space
communication. Ultrafast fiber laser at 2 µm also serves as the seed source to generate the

 

Figure 16. (a) Output spectrum, (b) oscilloscope trace, and (c) RF spectrum of dual-wavelength mode-locked laser
at 1µ m [14].
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supercontinuum in the mid-IR region. There are a good number of reports on 2-µm mode-
locked fiber lasers utilizing nanomaterial-based SA, NOLM, and NPR techniques [13, 48, 49].
Sun et al. have recently reported the fabrication of FBGs and 45°-TFGs in the 2-µm region.
Figure 18 shows that a 25-mm-long 45°-TFG with 980-nm period has a strong PER response
with FWHM over 400 nm and a peak value of PER around 25 dB at the central wavelength of
2 µm. By using the 45°-TFG-based NPR technique, Li et al. have demonstrated a TDF fiber
mode-locked laser working at conventional soliton and noise-like soliton regimes [13].

The ring cavity of TDF laser emitting light around 2µ m reported by Li et al. has a total of 105-
m-long cavity length, constructed by 7-m double-clad Tm3+-doped fiber (Coractive, DCF-
TM-10/128) with –84 ps2/km at 2 µm, 95.0-m SM2000 fiber with –84 ps2/km, and 3.0-m SMF-28e
pigtail fiber from the pump combiner, isolator, and coupler estimated to be −80 ps2/km. The
use of 95-m SM2000 is to increase the nonlinearity of the cavity as the 2-µm fiber has a low
nonlinear coefficient. The fiber combinations give a total net GVD of ~−7.76 ps2, indicating this
laser is operating at a large anomalous dispersion. The TDF 2-µm laser was pumped by two
793-nm diode lasers (Lumics, Germany) combined by a (2 + 1) × 1 pump combiner (ITF,
Canada).

3.4.1. Conventional soliton mode locking

The conventional soliton results from the balance between nonlinearity and dispersion of laser
cavity. The optical fiber at 2 µm has relatively low nonlinear coefficient. To enhance the

 

Figure 17. (a) the output spectra, (b) pulse train, (c) radio frequency and (d) autocorelation of output dual-wavelength
pulse after a 1033-nm filter [14].
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nonlinear effect of laser cavity, the laser system, as mentioned above, has employed extra 95-
m SM2000 in the ring cavity. However, due to the anomalous dispersion of active and passive
fibers at 2 µm, the net GVD of the laser cavity is quite large.

During the experiment, the stable single pulse was not self-started, and the laser was first
operating at multi-pulse mode-locking regime at the pump power of 1.320 W. Upon reducing
the pump power to 1.232 W, a stable single-pulse mode-locked output was achieved. In the
experiment, it was found that the single-pulse mode locking was working at a very narrow
pump power range between 1.230 W and 1.232 W. Below 1.230 W, the laser operation evolved
to CW regime, while above 1.232 W, the laser came back to multi-pulse operation. Figure
19(a) shows the output spectrum under single-pulse operation. As shown in the figure, there
are very strong Kelly sidebands on the soliton spectrum, and the intensity of +/–1 sideband is
even higher than the intensity of center value of the soliton. The Kelly sidebands are generated
from the interference between the soliton and dispersive waves and usually exist in the fiber
laser system associated with high dispersion and nonlinearity. The appearance of strong Kelly
sidebands also indicates that the pulse duration may be close to the minimum possible value.
The pulse train recorded by oscilloscope is shown in Figure 19(b). The fundamental repetition
rate of mode-locked pulse was measured at 1.902 MHz by an RF spectrum analyzer, which
matches well with the theoretically cavity length dependent value, and also indicates only one
pulse was generated per round trip (see in Figure 19(c). Figure 19(d) displays the autocorre‐
lation trace of the mode-locked pulses with a scanning range of 10 ps, in which the FWHM is
about 3.4 ps corresponding to the pulse duration of 2.2 ps when using sech2-pulse fitted.
According to 2.2-nm FWHM of the optical spectrum of soliton mode-locked laser at central
wavelength of 1992.7 nm, the TBP is calculated to be around 0.335, which is almost the
transform-limited value (0.315 for sech2 shape pulse).
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3.4.2. Noise-like mode locking

In contrast to the stable soliton mode-locked laser, the noise-like mode-locked laser emits a
group of pulses with randomly varying duration and peak power, which was first reported
by Horowitz et al. in 1997 [50]. The feature of low coherence length and broad spectral
bandwidth of noise-like pulse lasers may make them useful for optical spectrum slicing and
fiber optical sensing. Due to the weak distortion after propagating in the dispersion medium,
the noise-like pulse may also be utilized for supercontinuum generation [51].

Li et al. observed noise-like pulse emission from the stable soliton mode-locked laser when the
pump power increased to 1.82 W. The autocorrelation trace they observed showed a narrow
peak riding on a broad pedestal extended over 150-ps measurement window, as shown in
Figure 20(a). The relative broad and smooth output spectrum of noise-like pulse shown in
Figure 20(b) reveals the central wavelength is at 1994.2 nm and FWHM is quite broad, around
18.1 nm. Both output and autocorrelation trace have indicated clearly the laser operates at the
noise-like mode-locked regime. The RF spectrum has shown a repetition rate of 1.902 MHz,
which proves the noise-like pulse operated at the fundamental mode-locking regime. Com‐
paring with the stable soliton mode-locked laser, the noise-like laser showed a lower SNR
around 47.3 dB. The noise-like mode-locking state could be still sustained at the maximum
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Figure 19. Thulium-doped fiber-based mode-locked fiber laser at conventional soliton regime: (a) output optical spec‐
trum; (b) pulse train on oscilloscope; (c) RF spectrums with scanning range of 10 kHz to 20 MHz (inset); (d) intensity of
autocorrelation with sech2-pulse fitting [13].
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launched pump power of 7.56 W with a 7.5% slope efficiency and the maximum output power
of 475.8 mW, corresponding to 250.1 nJ pulse energy. Such high pulse energy could be used
to generate mid-IR supercontinuum.

Overall, the above-described mode-locked lasers at 2 µm have shown good stability under
laboratory conditions within 24 hours. Further investigation of cavity length has revealed that
adding or reducing the length of SM2000 fiber has not improved the condition to revert to
soliton state mode locking. In fact, upon reducing the SM2000 fiber length from 95 m to 85 m,
even higher pump power was required to generate noise-like pulses, while increasing the
SM2000 fiber length to 120 m, the laser system was operating at the CW regime and no longer
supported the mode-locking regime[13].

4. Summary and future work

In summary, we have presented the detailed theory, fabrication, and characterization of 45°-
TFGs, which reveal clearly their high polarization function. 45°-TFGs as ideal in-fiber polar‐
izers have many advantages, such as high PER performance, broad working bandwidth, low
insertion loss, and high handling power. We have also reviewed the recent achievements of
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Figure 20. Thulium-doped fiber-based mode-locked fiber laser operating at the noise-like regime: (a) autocorrelation
trace; (b) optical spectrum; (c) RF spectra; (d) output pulse train recorded by oscilloscope [13].
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applications of 45°-TFGs in all-fiber ultrafast fiber lasers at three distinctive wavelength ranges
(1 µm, 1.5 µm, and 2 µm) operating in different mode-locking regimes. For future applications,
we foresee that 45°-TFGs may be utilized in fiber laser systems to extend the operation
wavelength to visible and deeper mid-IR range. One significant property of 45°-TFGs is their
fiber compatibility and low insertion loss; thus they could be suitable in-fiber devices for high
power all-fiber ultrafast laser systems. Overall, we expect the 45°-TFG-based fiber laser
systems to play an important role to generate frequency comb and multi-wavelength operation
for potential applications in high-speed optic communications, gas and environment sensing,
social security, and medical diagnosing and treatment systems.
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